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THE ANNUAL REPORT 2020. VRS 

Honourable Chairman, Distinguished Chief Guest and the Guest of Honour, Respected Vice Chairman, 

beloved parents, special invitees, and my dear Children, Happy evening! 

I am indeed elated to present the Annual Report, the record of achievements of the Velammal Bodhi 

Residential Senior Secondary School Ladanendal. 

The scope determines the vision. Education today transcends geographical boundaries and has become 

global. The Career options have now magnified from local to global arena. In such a scenario students 

should be trained well to emerge as global players in global team. The foundation for this has to be 

laid firm and early in their lives. Velammal Bodhi Residential Senior Secondary school promoted by 

Velammal Educational Trust, is an outcome of an in-depth study on the contemporary Education 

system in our country and the advantages and the attributes of various course modules adopted.  

 

The new academic year blooms with fresh opportunities, exciting new challenges and profusion of 

orientation programmes, not only for students but for the teachers and parents to keep abreast of 

an enlightened vision for the future daysand achievements.  

 

 “Leaders are the role models who inspire the followers and motivate them to reach the target to 

success”. The delegation of responsibility and giving authority not only teaches them lifelong skills of 

being powerful but alsomaking them to be the best citizens. The newly selected leaders pledged to 

dispense their duties to the best of their abilities -indeed an ascertaining moment for the young 

torch bearers!!! 

DEPARTMENT ACTIVITIES  
The warm and intimate atmosphere of the school endevours to maintain and equipoise between 

academic excellences, value sensitivity and social awareness. We understand that every aspect of the 

students learning and development be it personal, social, emotional, physical or intellectual is 

interrelated and interdependent and this is reflected in the planning of activities with ample of 

opportunities. 

 

KG and Primary Department 

All the fragrant florets of a garden has a spark. The spark is kindled in all our children through love, 

care and encouragement. We believe that a child’s true potential can only be fully realized when every 

aspect of his / her development is recognized and valued. We value the kid’s potentials and cater 

ample of opportunities to expose them. The daily circle time is a learning process for the children 

where they are made bigger than they could imagine. The golden opportunities like celebrating all 

colour’s day, Road safety Week, Clay modeling, Craft works, Club activities, Reading practices through 

Jolly phonics, Food Carnivals, Shapes Day, Toys Day, Thirukkuralrecitation, Fancy Dress Competition, 

Grand Parents Day Celebration, Graduation Day and Skill day Celebration. Celebrations of all national 

and religious festivals create a new life in them making them to grow steadily. 

The love for learning in a child is induced not by extraneous factors but by the love for teaching 

shown by their teachers. The faculty at Velammal is dedicated, committed and well trained in the 

teaching methods. The teaching pattern followed in primary classes at Velammal is not solely exam 

oriented. Teaching of subjects is made innovative, interactive and active students’ participation is 

encouraged. The school lays stresson overall personality development and encourages the children to 

communicate freely with their peers as well as their teachers. Debates and dramatics are organized 

as they play a large part in shaping their personality. 

 

Middle and High School. 
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In the middle and high school compartments we aim to provide an academic programme which will 

stimulate and encourage each pupil to reach to his or her full potential in all areas of the curriculum. 

The students are encouraged to develop their individuality, while at the same time they learn to 

establish stable relationship with their teachers and their peers. Experience teaching staff guide the 

students’ learning at all times. 

Nature is the best teacher and teaches naturally. The children retain most of what they see, some of 

what they hear and every detail of what they experience. We firmly believe that the world is the 

classroom and every experience is the teacher. Classroom knowledge is supplemented with first hand 

experiences gained on various outdoor activities like field trips. 

In this highly competitive world, it is very much essential to train the students to excel in the 

competitive exams. To fulfil this at Velammal Bodhi Residential Senior Secondary School an 

integrated IIT NEET foundation course has been started from class 6.Dedicated and experience 

faculty has been chosen for this highly competitive task. Exclusive study materials for the 

programme and internal examination pattern designed by Velammal Central Academic cell help 

students to excel not only in board exams but also secure top ranks in the competitive examinations. 

The students are given opportunities to take up various competitive exams like Olympiards, Young 

Learners English Exams by Cambridge London, Spell Bee, VISTO, National Talent Search Examination 

by State and Central Governments. 

To understand the scientific postulates better, practical classes in all the branches of Science-

Physics, Chemistry, life sciences and Math are conducted in specially designed laboratories under the 

watchful eyes of the adept teachers. To kindle the scientific temper, students are encouraged to 

participate in external science exhibitions and also organize them within the groups.  

The school has forged tie-up with The Bharathidhasan University to provide advance certificate 

computer courses. The spacious well-equipped modern computer labs render them sufficient support 

for online based exams and online based teaching learning processes. 

The School strives hard to inculcate reading habit among the students. The huge library house very 

good collection of books of various subjects, study material, question banks, periodicals and news 

papers etc.., all to suit the reading tastes of different age groups of Children. Books are issued to 

the students for a stipulated time.  

Every human being is endowed with some talent or the other. Many a times it is hidden and not 

apparent. It is the duty of the school and the parents to identify and nurture it. Our school 

encourages and provide every opportunity for the student to improve his talents. We believe that 

appreciation of art forms helps the refinement of a person’s attitude. For complete fitness and 

mental peace various ECA programs and club activities have been designed and executed at Velammal 

Bodhi Residential senior Secondary School. With The grace of our school management we pamper the 

opportunities to learn swimming, Classical and Western dances, Yoga, Karate, Skating, Silambam, and 

Chess. Also, the Chances to learn musical instruments like Key board,Guitar,Violin, Drums, 

Miruthangam and Music- Vocal. The students of Velammal Bodhi Residential Senior secondary have 

formed an exclusive school band. It is a visual delight and music to the ears. 

To kindle the competitive spirits and explore the hidden talents in the students literary, science, 

Mathematics, Quiz and cultural clubs have been established and students are encouraged to become 

member of any one of these clubs. The yearlong schedule for the conduct of various interhouse 

competitions is planned every year. Oratory and Essay writing competitions in different Languages 

are being held regularly. Inter house debates, quiz, singing and other competitions are also being 

organized every year as a part of talent scouting and grooming. 

To inculcate a sense of honour, patriotism and national services in the students the school provides 

them the Scouts and Guidance. The students attend camps and are trained to take on the 

responsibility in the time of need.  
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As a part of social awarenessprogrammes the students are taken to the nearby places where they 

involve themselves in social services like participating in various awareness rallies. 

The school provides adequate facilities to the boarders for both boys and girls. The spacious 

dormitories are well ventilated and hygienically maintained. The boarders are provided with tasty and 

nutritious diet during breakfast, lunch and dinner.   

A curious and serious surveillance on the process and progress of the children in gradeXand XII in 

CBSE make the children walk on the right track. Morning and Evening Coaching Classes double the 

spirit in the children to come out with flying colours.  

Everyday cycle Tests, Work sheets, Question Bank and Hot Questions Systems, Online Tests, Group 

Discussions, Role Play and One to One symposium provide intensive care to the students to boom 

higher. 

Parents Discourse 

The teaching learning process of the children completes only with the active involvement and spot on 

discussion of the parents. Phone Calls, regular diary notice to the parents, parents’ orientation 

programs strengthen the hard work by the school for the children. Receipt of factual suggestions 

and grievances in the form of feedback from the parents to the school and vice versa makes us walk 

steadily in the areas of improvement of the children. 

Sports Day  and  Special Events  

Velammal bodhi Senior Secondary school believes in the dictum “A healthy mind in a healthy body”. It 

takes all essential steps to keep its students physically fit and mentally strong. The campus has 

facilities for outdoor games like cricket, football, volley ball Tennis, Hand ball, Throw ball, Khokho, 

Kabadi and indoor games like table tennis, badminton etc. A Full-sized swimming fool with filtration 

plant has been constructed to train the students for various swimming competitions. All the sports 

activities are conducted under the supervision of a physical director 

The sports day has been organized in a grand manner. The school strength is divided into 4 houses 

and inter-house sports and games are conducted, awarding the winners with medals and prizes.  

The spiritual and cultural celebrations like the Ramzan, Krishna Jayanthi, Christmas, Diwali, 

Navarathriand Pongal.The national celebrations like the Independence Day and the Republic Day 

enhance the social dutifulness of the children making them always proud Indians.  

To enrich the knowledge of teaching learning process the management organizes teachers’ 

enrichment programme for all the teachers regularly. 

 

Achievements 

The Velammal Bodhi Residential senior Secondary schoolhas ensured the overall development of the 

students by integrating the growth of limbs, head and heart. Many of our students have won prizes, 

rewards and Scholarships for their exemplary performances. We are proud to proclaim that our 

school has been awarded with the prestigious International School award an accreditation scheme 

instituted by the British Council. 

Let us appreciate Master Mahadevan for his outstanding achievement in the National Talent Search 

Examination organized in both the state and the national levels. He has been selected in both level 

one and level 2 exams and been awarded with the NTSE Scholarship by the Central government. 

The School has been producing 100 percent pass result continuously right from its inception as CBSE 

School in the CBSE board examination. Velammal Bodhi Residential Senior Secondary school achieved 

TheDistrict First mark, and the best result among velammal schools in the Madurai region by securing 

491 in the academic year 2018-19 CBSE Board Exam. Master Mahadevan stood school first scoring 

491 Marks. Ms. Mirudhula.M secured the second highest with 484 marks, Master Kiran Bose secured 

the 3rd highest with 480 marks. 21out of 61 students have scored more than 400 marks with the 

school average 371 marks. 
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Ms.MirudhulaMs.Aathirai, Ms.Thika Muthu Taj, Master.Shanmugaraj, Master.Naveen Kumar, Master 

Avinash, and Master.Yogeshwaran  secured Centum in Social science. Master Mahadevan secured 

Centum in both Science and Social Science. 

The gifted Velammalians from VRS have represented the school in the SOF, NSO, IEO,PRMO 

IMO,IGKO,VISTO, Silver Zone Foundation Olympiads and have won gold, silver and Bronze medals 

and entered into the next levels.   

Let us appreciate Master Mohamed Thoufeeq, Master TheouJeffin, Master Gokul 

Aswanth,Ms.Vasupradha,Ms.ShafeeqaSabrin won the 3 prize in the state level science exhibition 

winning 3000 cash prize. We are proud to say the KG Department brings Laurels to the school by 

winning the Championships. The Kids won the overall Championship in the Little Emperor 

competition winning 25000 Cash prize and the KG Kids also won the Overall second prize in the 

Vels Kids Competition organized by VelammalAnuppanadi this year. Master Sanjeev of class 10 

secured the 10th rank in the IECD Examination by The Bharathidhasan University. We appreciate 

Master Vaishnav Master Mihir Rajput, Ms.Alagumeena, Ms.VasuprathaMs.SafeegaSabrin, Master 

Giridharan Vignesh, Master Sriram Pandian for winning Rs.8000  cash prizes in the state level 

Science Exhibition and the competitions The Anmol Shristi by VelammalBhodhiAnupanadi last 

month. Let us appreciate Ms.K.Joshika Sri of class 5 for winning the kalaiIlamani award from the 

government of Tamilnadu this year. The young Champs of Velammal Bodhi Residential Senior 

Secondary School yoga team entered in the Indian Book Of records by completing 208 asanas in 

48 Minutes and 50 Seconds. 

The School Cultural team won the overall Championship in the state level Interschool cultural 

competition organized by the NLC and the Hindu at The Visakan CBSE school Palankanantham 

Madurai, and at KMR CBSE School Madurai for consecutive two years. The students of Hindi club 

won the 3 Place overall in the inter school competitions in Hindi held at Velammal Bodhi Theni last 

year. 

The school participated and won the overall Championship in the interschool Cultural and sports 

competition organized by the Fathima Michel Engineering College winning 12000 Cash Award. Let 

us appreciate Ms.Renimirudhula of Class XI for winning the First prize and Rs 5000 in the Tamil 

Oratory Competition in the Kiddibetes inter school competition held at SPJ Marticulation school 

at Madurai. Master Shri Ravi Raghav of Class 4 won the First prize in the Spellican 2019 the spell 

Bee Contest at Velammal Tanjore. A special appreciation goes to Master Jayasurya from grade 8 

and Ms.SyedSamrina of grade 2 for winning the State level VallalPandithurai Tamil oratory 

competition this year. 

Sports Achievements. 

My heart leaps for joy to present the achievements in sports and games. We take pride in our 

school under 14 Kabadi team for being selected to represent teamTamilnadu in the national level, 

and winning the National Championship held at Delhi this year. The School under 19 cricket team 

has won the runner up title in both Madurai Sahodaya Cricket tournament and the flame Fest 

organized by Fathima Michel collage of Engineering and Technology.We also appreciate the school 

Boys Volleyball Team under 12 and under 19 for winning the championship organized by Madurai 

Sahodaya Schools Complex at Srikarra Vidya MandirKovilpatti. The Girls Under 14 and under 17 

teams have won the Runner up in the MSSC Volleyball Tournament. The School Football teams 

under 12 won the runner up and the under 14 team won the Championship in the MSSC Tournament 
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held at AchuthaPublic School Dindugal.We feel proud to say that Master Durai Deepak of grade 11 

has been selected to represent team Pondicherry in the national football tournament. The school 

under17 girls Throwball team won the runner up in the MSSc tournament held at SMB 

International school Cambam. 

Let us appreciate the school swimming team both boys and girls for winning 3 gold 19 silver and 3 

bronze medals in the Madurai sahodaya swimming competition and winning 5 gold 4 silver and 6 

Bronze medals in the Sivagangai district athletic competition this year. We congratulate 

Ms.Saishreyakumar of grade 11, Ms.Pruthika of class 6, Ms.Yukthiga of class 4 for bringing laurels 

to the school by winning various swimmimgcompetitions.Our appreciation goes to Mater Subash 

Chandrabose,Master Naveenkumar, Master.NitishVenkat, Master Athiprakash,Ms.Deepthi, 

Ms.Miruthula, Ms.Monika, Ms.Anujayanthi, MsPiruthigafor winning medalists in athletes. 

Ms.Yuvashree, Ms.Sivaranjani are the medalists in Table Tennis competition.Master Divagar and 

Ms.CSharmi are the medalists in the Carrom tournaments. Ms.Kiruthiga , Master Sriram, Master 

Eswaran won medals in the Chess Tournaments. Our young Velammalians reach the stars in Yoga, 

Karate, Skating and Silambam tournaments and titles. 

We would humbly say that all these accomplishments that Velammal has created could 

be possible with the marvelous cooperation by you dear parents and audience. We would 

like to thank and proudly say that “YOU MAKE EVERYTHING POSSIBLE”. Expecting 

more cooperation in the coming years too. Thanks. Our sincere thanks to you all! 

Watch Video: https://youtu.be/PXUsK9VuQo0 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


